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The hydrated dielectron is a highly correlated, two-electron, solvent-supported state consisting of two spin-
paired electrons confined to a single cavity in liquid water. Although dielectrons have been predicted to exist
theoretically and have been used to explain the lack of ionic strength effect in the bimolecular reaction kinetics
of hydrated electrons, they have not yet been observed directly. In this paper, we use the extensive nonadiabatic
mixed quantum/classical excited-state molecular dynamics simulations from the previous paper to calculate
the transient spectroscopy of hydrated dielectrons. Because our simulations use full configuration interaction
(CI) to determine the ground and excited state two-electron wave functions at every instant, our nonequilibrium
simulations allow us to compute the absorption, stimulated emission (SE), and bleach spectroscopic signals
of both singlet and triplet dielectrons following excitation by ultraviolet light. Excited singlet dielectrons are
predicted to display strong SE in the mid infrared and a transient absorption in the near-infrared. The near-
infrared transient absorption of the singlet dielectron, which occurs near the peak of the (single) hydrated
electron’s equilibrium absorption, arises because the two electrons tend to separate in the excited state. In
contrast, excitation of the hydrated electron gives a bleach signal in this wavelength region. Thus, our
calculations suggest a clear pump-probe spectroscopic signature that may be used in the laboratory to
distinguish hydrated singlet dielectrons from hydrated electrons: By choosing an excitation energy that is to
the blue of the peak of the hydrated electron’s absorption spectrum and probing near the maximum of the
single electron’s absorption, the single electron’s transient bleach signal should shrink or even turn into a net
absorption as sample conditions are varied to produce more dielectrons.

Ι. Introduction

In the previous paper, henceforth called Paper I, we reported
in detail the results of extensive computer simulations of the
excited-state relaxation dynamics of hydrated dielectrons.1

Hydrated dielectrons, which are predicted to consist of two
paired electrons confined to a single cavity in liquid water,2-5

are of theoretical interest because they are an example of a
solvent-supported state whose properties are influenced strongly
by electron correlation.1,5 Experimentally, hydrated dielectrons
have garnered interest because of the role they may play in
solution-phase radiation chemistry.6,7 Despite this theoretical and
experimental interest, however, hydrated dielectrons have not
been observed directly. Early reports of the direct spectroscopic
observation of hydrated dielectrons8 have been dismissed as
artifacts by some,9 although the presence of dielectrons has been
used to explain the curious lack of an ionic strength effect in
the bimolecular recombination of (single) hydrated electrons.7

One reason that dielectrons may have not been observed
directly is that it is not clear what experiment would unequivo-
cally identify them. The difficulty lies in the fact that it is
impossible to create hydrated dielectrons without also making
large numbers of (single) hydrated electrons, and the presence
of large numbers of hydrated electrons could mask the spectral
signatures of dielectrons. Figure 1 shows the calculated equi-
librium absorption spectra of singlet (dashed curve) and triplet
(dotted curve) hydrated dielectrons, along with the absorption
spectrum of the hydrated electron (solid curve); we have
discussed the features of these absorption spectra in detail in
previous work.5 The figure makes it clear that dielectrons of

either spin absorb strongly to the blue of the hydrated electron,
so that one potential method for observing dielectrons spectro-
scopically would be to search for a nonlinear increase in
absorption at a blue wavelength (e.g., at 4.0 eV)10 as the
concentration of hydrated electrons is systematically increased.
This approach to detecting dielectrons would be quite challeng-

Figure 1. Calculated equilibrium absorption spectra of the hydrated
electron (solid curve), singlet hydrated dielectron (dashed curve), and
triplet hydrated dielectron (dotted curve). The spectrum for the (single)
hydrated electron was computed from the lowest 10 adiabatic eigenstates
taken from a 20 ps adiabatic, ground-state simulation with the same
electron-water pseudopotential used in the dielectron simulations
described in the text and in Paper I.1 The spectra for the singlet and
triplet hydrated dielectrons were calculated from the 30 ps adiabatic
ground-state simulations described in ref 5.
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ing, however, because the production of hydrated electrons by
multiphoton ionization is itself nonlinear, so that this type of
search for dielectrons involves detangling two competing
nonlinear effects. In this paper, we use the full configuration
interaction (CI), nonadiabatic, mixed quantum/classical molec-
ular dynamics simulations described in Paper I to calculate the
pump-probe signature of hydrated dielectrons. We demonstrate
that singlet dielectrons indeed have a pump-probe spectroscopic
signature that is distinct from that of hydrated electrons and
suggest an experiment that uses specific pump and probe
wavelengths to maximize the chances to detect hydrated
dielectrons spectroscopically.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the methods used to compute the transient pump-
probe spectroscopy of excited dielectrons. Section III presents
the results of these calculations for both singlet and triplet
dielectrons and compares their transient spectrocopy to that of
the hydrated electron. This allows us to present a prediction
for the spectroscopic observation of hydrated dielectrons in the
presence of large numbers of hydrated electrons. We propose
that one should optically pump a sample containing both
electrons and dielectrons well to the blue of the peak of the
hydrated electron’s absorption spectrum and probe at a wave-
length near the electron’s absorption maximum. Our prediction
is that for this combination of pump and probe wavelengths,
hydrated electrons give a transient bleach whereas dielectrons
are predicted to give a transient absorption. Thus, the presence
of dielectrons would be clearly indicated by a change in sign
of the transient spectroscopic signals. Section IV discusses these
results and comments on the prospects of experimentally
verifying the existence of hydrated dielectrons.

II. Methods for Calculating the Pump-Probe Transient
Spectroscopy of Hydrated Dielectrons

In this section, we outline how we use the nonequilibrium,
excited-state trajectories discussed in Paper I to calculate the
pump-probe spectroscopy of both singlet and triplet hydrated
dielectrons. The methods used for the full CI nonadiabatic
calculations are described in Paper I, and we refer the reader
there for more details.1 In brief, for both singlet and triplet
dielectrons, we have run 30 nonequilibrium, constant-energy
mixed quantum/classical (QM/CM) molecular dynamics simula-
tions at a temperature of∼300 K. The simulations were
performed in a cubic box 18.17 Å on a side that contains 200
classical water molecules and two excess electrons; all interac-
tions were computed using minimum-image periodic boundary
conditions11 with the interactions tapered smoothly to zero at
half the box length.12 The classical water motions were
propagated using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step
of 0.5 fs, with the inter- and intramolecular interactions of the
water given by the SPC/Flex potential.13 The two excess
electrons repel each other through the Coulomb interaction, and
they interact with the solvent molecules through a pairwise
pseudopotential introduced by Schnitker and Rossky.14 For each
water configuration, we compute the adiabatic two-electron
eigenstates of the system using full configuration interaction
(CI), as described briefly in Paper I and in greater detail in refs
4 and 5. The nonadiabatic dynamics of the two-electron system
were calculated using Prezhdo and Rossky’s mean-field with
surface hopping (MF/SH) algorithm.15

Our methodology to compute the pump-probe transient
spectra is essentially the same as that used previously by
Schwartz and Rossky for the hydrated electron.16 For each of
the 30 nonequilibrium trajectories, which we denote byI ) 1,

2, ..., 30, we resonantly excite the system by 4.00( 0.01 eV to
an adiabatic (di)electronic state,|Ψexc〉, at timet ) 0. For each
excited-state trajectory, the time-resolved change in absorbance,
in the limit of inhomogeneous broadening, is a sum of transient
absorption and stimulated emission (SE) components, which we
denoteAI(t; E) andSI(t; E), respectively,

where P ) p1 + p2 is the two-electron momentum vector
operator (see ref 5), MF denotes the mean-field state of the
system,min represents the lowest-lying adiabatic state for which
Emin - EMF > 0, and the adiabatic wave functions and energies
are evaluated at timet after excitation.17 In addition, the
experimentally observable signal also includes contributions
from the ground-state bleach, which is the absorption from the
ground state that ismissingdue to the excitation,

with the same notation as for eqs 1 and 2, except that the
energies and wave functions in eq 3 are from configurations
generated by dynamics with the dielectron in its two-electron
ground state and started from the same initial conditions as
excited state runI.

We have defined the SE and bleach components in eqs 2
and 3, respectively, as being positive definite, but experimentally
SE and bleaching yield adecreasein optical density. Thus, for
each nonequilibrium trajectory,I, the total change in absorption
is

and therefore we display-Sand-B below in Figures 2 and 4.
Since the initial configuration in each excited-state trajectory
had a different probability of absorbing the∼4-eV excitation
photon, we weighted each trajectory in the nonequilibrium
ensemble by|〈Ψexc|P|Ψ1〉|2/(Eexc - E1) evaluated at timet )
0, so the ensemble-averaged change in absorption is

The same type of weighting also defines the nonequilibrium
averages for the individual SE, absorption, and bleach compo-
nent spectra,〈S(t; E)〉, 〈A(t; E)〉, and〈B(t; E)〉, respectively. We
note that the Condon approximation was found to hold for the
computed spectroscopy of the hydrated electron, i.e., that
|〈Ψexc|P|Ψ1〉|2/(Eexc - E1) is the same for all initial configura-
tions.16 For both singlet and triplet dielectrons, however, these
initial weights varied significantly for different configurations
(i.e., the Condon approximation fails), so the absorption cross
section was kept inside the sum, as written explicitly in eq 5.

For each component of the transient spectroscopy, we
computed the frequency dependence by placing the energy-
weighted transition dipoles into 0.2 eV wide bins for the singlet
dielectron spectra and 0.1 eV wide bins for the triplet dielectron

AI(t; E) ∝ ∑
i)min

N(N(1)/2 |〈Ψi|P|ΨMF〉|2

(Ei - EMF)
δ(E - (Ei - EMF)) (1)

SI(t; E) ∝ ∑
i)1

min-1 |〈Ψi|P|ΨMF〉|2

(EMF - Ei)
δ(E - (EMF - Ei)) (2)

BI(t, E) ∝ ∑
i)2

N(N(1)/2 |〈Ψi|P|Ψ1〉|2

(Ei - E1)
δ(E - (Ei - E1)) (3)

∆ODI(t; E) ∝ AI(t; E) - SI(t; E) - BI(t; E) (4)

〈∆OD(t; E)〉 ∝ ∑
I

|〈Ψexc|P|Ψ1〉|2

(Eexc - E1)
∆ODI(t; E) (5)
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spectra. We chose the bin widths to be the narrowest possible
without an unacceptable level of noise; since the triplet spectrum
is narrower than the singlet, we were able to use narrower bins
for the triplet spectra. The transition dipoles and energies were
calculated every 3 fs for both the excited-state (absorption and
stimulated emission) and ground-state (bleach) runs. The spectral
dynamics were then convolved in time with a Gaussian having
a full width at half-maximum of 150 fs, corresponding to the
instrument response for the ultrafast spectroscopic measurements
performed in our laboratory.18 Finally, the runs were terminated
after the transient dynamics had returned to equilibrium,
typically within 200-500 fs of reaching the ground state. Thus,

for the times after each trajectory had ended, we assumed that
the transient absorption component,AI, was the same as the
equilibrium dielectron absorption spectrum.

We conclude this section by noting that although it it is more
convenient analytically to write the transition strength between
our CI eigenstates in terms of the momentum operator, for the
numerical computations presented here we proceeded as de-
scribed in ref 5. Briefly, in our implementation of CI for
dielectrons,4 we expanded the adiabatic wave functions in terms
of appropriately antisymmetrized products of single-electron
adiabatic eigenstates,

where |n,m〉( ) (|n〉1|m〉2 ( |m〉1|n〉2)/x2, |n,n〉+ ) |n〉1|n〉2,
and|n〉k denotes a single electron eigenstate for electronk; the
plus sign denotes spin singlet dielectrons and the minus sign
triplet dielectrons, withm g n for the singlet andm > n for the
triplet case. To calculate the necessary transition dipoles, we
inserted eq 6 into eqs 1-3, expanded the products, and replaced
the single-electron momentum operators with position operators
using the well-known single-electron operator identity
〈k|p|n〉 ) imωkn〈k|r |n〉, wherem is the mass of the electron,
ωkn ) (εk - εn)/p, andεk, εn are the single-electron eigenenergies
of single-electron statesk andn, respectively.17

III. Results

A. Transient Spectroscopy of the Excited Singlet Hydrated
Dielectron. Figure 2 displays contour plots of each component
of the nonequilibrium ensemble-averaged transient spectroscopy
of the hydrated singlet dielectron. Panel A shows the transient
absorption spectrum,〈A(t; E)〉. The excited-state absorption
spectrum initially has a peak at∼2.8 eV and is roughly 2 eV
wide. During the first 700 fs, this absorption shifts to the blue
and broadens slightly because the gap between the energy of
the occupied excited state and higher lying excited states
increases, which results from the fact that solvation causes the
two electrons to partially dissociate in the excited state (see
Figures 1 and 3 of Paper I). As the excited trajectories reach
the ground state and reequilibrate, the transient absorption

Figure 2. Ensemble-averaged transient spectral components of the
singlet dielectron, calculated as described in the text. Panel A:
Absorption spectrum,〈A(t; E)〉 (eq 1), computed from the 30 excited-
state trajectories. Panel B: Negative of the ground-state bleach,
〈-B(t; E)〉 (eq 3), computed from the same initial configurations as
the absorption but using the ground-state trajectory. Panel C: Negative
of the stimulated emission,〈-S(t; E)〉 (eq 2), computed from the 30
excited-state trajectories. Note that the bleach and SE components give
negative changes in optical density, so that the total spectrum, eq 4,
may be found directly as the sum of panels A-C. The spectra are
reported in arbitrary units, but with the same color scale (shown in
panel B) for all three panels.

Figure 3. Single-frequency cuts of the total transient absorption
spectrum of the hydrated singlet dielectron, eq 4, computed as
∫E0+∆E

E0-∆E dE 〈∆OD(t; E)〉, with ∆E ) 0.1 eV forE0 ) 1.0 eV (solid
curve),E0 ) 1.7 eV (dashed curve), andE0 ) 4.5 eV (dotted curve).
The curves are convolved with a 150 fs full width at half-maximum
Gaussian response function, and the error bars are plus or minus one
standard deviation.

|Ψi〉 ) ∑
n,m

cn,m
i,( |n,m〉( (6)
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spectrum approaches the equilibrium ground state absorption
spectrum (cf. Figure 1). Panel B shows the ground-state bleach,
〈-B(t; E)〉, which looks essentially like the equilibrium absorp-
tion spectrum convolved with the instrument response for all
times greater than zero. The fact that there is little dynamics in
the ground-state bleach is not surprising, given that the
absorption spectrum is a superposition of transitions to nearly
a dozen states, so that removal of the system from the ground-

state burns the entire electronic progression, creating “replica
holes” that mask any spectral diffusion.19,20 In addition to the
transient absorption and bleach components, the excited singlet
dielectron also shows a significant transient SE,〈-S(t; E)〉,
shown in Panel C. Immediately after excitation, the singlet
dielectron has a broad SE at all energies less than the excitation
energy of∼4 eV. The small amplitude to the blue of 4 eV is
caused by inertial fluctuations that increase the ground-to-
occupied-state energy gap before relaxation has time to occur.
As time elapses, the energy of the excited dielectron decreases
due to nonadiabatic relaxation and the energy of the unoccupied
ground state increases due to solvation (see Figure 2 of Paper
I1), so by the time only the first excited state is populated, the
SE spectrum has red-shifted and narrowed. The net result is a
strong SE component centered at∼1 eV that begins at∼150 fs
and lasts for∼300 fs, with weaker SE continuing untilt∼1 ps,
after which not enough trajectories remain excited to show
appreciable SE.

Since the excited-state absorption in Panel A begins with
significant absorption to the red of the ground-state bleach and
a deficit of absorption to the blue of the ground-state bleach, in
the total transient spectroscopy we expect to see a net transient
bleach lasting∼700 fs at probe energies greater than∼4 eV
and an equally long-lived net transient absorption at probe
energies less than∼2 eV. The SE also overlaps with the
excited-state absorption for the first∼500 fs, so some of the
net transient absorption to the red of the equilibrium spectrum
is partially canceled. In fact, given the statistical error of the
simulations, we have found that contour plots of the full transient
absorption spectrum,〈∆OD〉, are quite noisy due to cancellations
between the different components of the signal. In Figure 3,
therefore, we display only cuts of the total spectroscopy at
selected frequency ranges that have appreciable net signal
beyond the simulation noise. The low-frequency oscillations
seen in all of the cuts are associated with low-frequency solvent
motions and are artifacts of our finite statistics; with a larger
number of excited-state runs, we expect these oscillations to
disappear.16 At low energies,∼1 eV, there is substantial SE
that takes several hundred femtoseconds to appear and decays
in less than 1 ps. This growth and decay of the SE tracks the
formation of a quasi-equilibrated first excited state consisting
of two lobes of charge in a single cavity (see Figure 3 of Paper
I1) and its subsequent decay by nonadiabatic transition.

B. Transient Spectroscopy of the Excited Triplet Hydrated
Dielectron. Figure 4 displays contour plots of the ensemble-
averaged components of the transient spectroscopy of the
photoexcited triplet hydrated dielectron. Panel A shows the
transient absorption spectrum,〈A(t; E)〉, which begins with a
strong absorption at energies∼2.8 eV that shifts rapidly to the
blue because a gap opens between the occupied excited state
and higher lying states (cf. Figure 4 of Paper I1). Within 500 fs
of excitation, the triplet dielectron has reached the ground state
and reequilibrated, so a probe pulse would see only the
equilibrium spectrum. Panel B displays the ground-state bleach,
〈-B(t; E)〉; as with the singlet dielectron (and for the same
reasons19,20), the bleach looks like the equilibrium spectrum
convolved with the instrument response for all times greater
than zero. Panel C shows the SE component of the triplet
dielectron’s transient spectroscopy,〈-S(t; E)〉. The adiabatic
eigenstates that lie below the occupied state at time zero have
small but nonzero transition dipoles with the occupied state, so
there is appreciable SE at all energies below the excitation
energy immediately following the excitation. At energies∼1.8
eV, there is a strong SE signal for the first few hundred fs

Figure 4. Ensemble-averaged transient spectral components of the
triplet dielectron, calculated as described in the text. Panel A:
Absorption spectrum,〈A(t; E)〉 (eq 1), computed from the 30 excited-
state trajectories. Panel B: Negative of the ground-state bleach,
〈-B(t; E)〉 (eq 2), computed from the same initial configurations as
the absorption but using the ground-state trajectory. Panel C: Negative
of the stimulated emission,〈-S(t; E)〉 (eq 2), computed from the 30
excited-state trajectories. Note that the bleach and SE components give
negative changes in optical density, so that the total spectrum, eq 4,
may be found directly from the sum of panels A-C. The spectra are
reported in arbitrary units, with the same color scale (shown in panel
B) for panels A and B; the range of values displayed in panel C differs
from that in panels A and B, but the scale is the same as for the upper
two panels.
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because the initially-occupied excited state has a significant
transition dipole with several of the lower-lying states in the
excited-state manifold. Because the first excited state rapidly
becomes nearly degenerate with the ground state once the first
excited state is occupied (see Figure 4 of Paper I1), the SE signal
narrows and red shifts until its greatest magnitude is in the far
infrared.

Unlike what we found for the singlet hydrated dielectron,
there are few spectral regions that give interesting net signals
when the full transient spectroscopy,〈∆OD〉, of the triplet
dielectron is examined. Because of this and the fact that the
triplet dielectron is thermodynamically unlikely to exist,21

instead of displaying time cuts of the total transient absorption
spectrum, we simply describe the features of the total spectrum
qualitatively. There is a weak net SE at energies less than∼1.8
eV for times less than 250 fs. In addition, there is a slight net
transient absorption at energies between 1 and 2 eV, which lasts
only a few hundred femtoseconds until the ground state is
reoccupied. After the ground state has been repopulated, the
total change in absorption vanishes. The main reason that there
are few interesting net signals in the transient spectroscopy of
the triplet dielectron is that there is a near cancellation between
the individual absorption, bleach, and stimulated emission
components at most wavelengths; for example, the SE at∼1.8
eV is largely canceled by the transient absorption, so there is
little net signal in the mid infrared region. Overall, the total
pump-probe signal for the triplet dielectron is effectively zero
at most wavelengths within simulation error. Moreover, for the
few wavelengths at which there is a nonzero net transient bleach
or absorption, the net transient signals would overlap with and
have the same sign as the signal from the hydrated electron.
Thus, there simply would not be enough separation between
the pump-probe signals of the triplet dielectron and the (single)
hydrated electron to produce a definitive signature for the
spectroscopic observation of the triplet hydrated dielectron in
the presence of large numbers of hydrated electrons.

IV. Discussion

Since there is no clear pump-probe spectroscopic signature
to distinguish triplet dielectrons from hydrated electrons, in this
section we focus exclusively on a prediction for detecting the
singlet dielectron. We have shown in Figures 2 and 3 that the
singlet dielectron possesses an instantaneous bleach to the blue
of the exciting wavelength that decays slowly, on a time scale
of 700 fs. At ∼1 eV, there is also a negative net transient
absorption signal, which is due to SE, that has a delayed rise
and a short (∼250 fs) lifetime. Near the red edge of the singlet
dielectron’s ground state absorption spectrum, there is a net
transient absorption from the occupied excited state to higher
lying states. This net absorption leads us to predict that the
transient spectroscopy of singlet dielectrons is significantly
different from the transient spectroscopy of hydrated electrons,
so that pump-probe spectroscopy could allow singlet dielec-
trons to be observed directly.

Any experiment to detect hydrated dielectrons will be
performed on a sample containing both hydrated electrons and
dielectrons, so the spectroscopic signal of the dielectrons would
need to be disentangled from the background signal due to
electrons. For the conditions of our simulations, in which the
singlet dielectron was excited in the near UV, to the blue of
the electron’s ground state absorption spectrum, Son and co-
workers22 have shown experimentally that pumping hydrated
electrons at∼3.2 eV leads to a transientbleachat ∼1.7 eV, in
contrast to the netabsorption that we predict for singlet

dielectrons at this energy.10 The experiments also have shown
that the bleach recovery time of hydrated electrons is longer
(∼700 fs) when pumped in the UV than when pumped at visible
wavelengths.22 The longer bleach recovery time following UV
instead of visible excitation is consistent with the picture
of hydrated electron relaxation derived from computer
simulation:23,24 The UV-excited electron is promoted into the
continuum, where it either must make several nonadiabatic
transitions to reach the vacated ground state, or must carve out
a new cavity in a manner similar to what happens for an electron
injected directly into water. Thus, it takes longer for the
equilibrium absorption spectrum of the hydrated electron to
reemerge following UV rather than visible excitation.

Our proposal to observe dielectrons spectroscopically is to
produce a population of electrons and dielectrons and perform
a pump-probe measurement on this population. We have shown
elsewhere that dielectrons are unlikely to be produced in
equilibrium.21 Thus, the system of electrons and dielectrons may
need to be produced as suggested in ref 21 by injecting (either
optically or by pulse radiolysis) additional nonequilibrated
electrons into water containing already-equilibrated hydrated
electrons, which may capture some of the new electrons to form
dielectrons. Once this population is formed, the pump-probe
experiment proceeds in the usual fashion: The first (pump) pulse
is used to excite the mixture of electrons and dielectrons, and
the second (probe) pulse is used to probe the effects of the
excitation. Excitation at∼4 eV will maximize the contribution
of dielectrons to the signal because this energy is where the
difference in cross section between the hydrated electron and
singlet dielectron is the largest. As mentioned above, excitation
of hydrated electrons at this energy produces a net transient
bleach at∼1.7 eV (the maximum of the electron’s ground-state
absorption),22 but because of their tendency to partially dis-
sociate upon photoexcitation,1 excitation of singlet dielectrons
produces a net transient absorption at this probe wavelength.
Thus, our proposed UV-pump/1.7-eV probe experiment is
predicted to produce data with a different sign for the two
species.10 This means that it should be straightforward (though
not necessarily easy) to monitor the presence of dielectrons, as
the relative concentration of electrons and dielectrons is changed
by varying the conditions used to produce them.

Our proposed pump-probe experiment not only relies on the
net transient spectroscopy of dielectrons and hydrated electrons
having opposite signs (bleach for electrons and absorption for
dielectrons), but also takes advantage of the fact that dielectrons
have a much larger cross section to absorb the UV pump than
electrons. The large difference in cross section at∼4.0 eV
evident in Figure 1 suggests that a sample containing just a
few percent dielectrons should give a transient absorption signal
from dielectrons with a larger magnitude than the bleach signal
from hydrated electrons. Thus, it seems that the main obstacle
to observing dielectrons is creating a population of hydrated
electrons that contains moderate numbers of dielectrons. As we
have suggested elsewhere21 and above, such a population might
be produced by injecting nonequilibrated electrons into a
population of preequilibrated hydrated electrons, some of which
would capture one of the injected electrons to form dielectrons.
We close by noting that we have not been able to find a way to
perform rigorous nonadiabatic calculations of the capture cross
section to form hydrated dielectrons,21 so an interesting avenue
for future research would be to find a way to compute the
capture cross section within mixed quantum/classical nonadia-
batic molecular dynamics.
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